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Tourism is a very broad industry

How can we measure its price (and cost) 
competitiveness?

And how can we uses these measures?
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And how can we uses these measures?



Introduction

Horses for Courses: Which indicator for which task?

The Tourism Price Competitiveness Index

The Tourism Trade Weighted Index

The Aviation Trade Weighted index
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The Aviation Trade Weighted index

Application: Documenting Australia's Dutch Disease 
Problem

Conclusions



Introduction
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� Our main interest is in price competitiveness and cost 
competitiveness

� Other aspects are also very important

� We need to have ways of summarising price or cost data 
suitable for the task is hand

� Eg, for econometric studies, analysis of trends, economic 
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� Eg, for econometric studies, analysis of trends, economic 
analysis of tourism industries, evaluation if impacts og other 
changes on the tourism economy

� We look at work done on tourism and aviation

� Most work done with Larry Dwyer (UNSW)



Horses for Courses: Which indicator for which 
task?
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� There are now several indicators of tourism price 
competitiveness

� They have different characteristics

� Some simple and quick, others detailed but rigorous
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� The CPI

� Price indices of tourism purchases

� Sectoral price Indices

� Package tour prices

� PPP

� Comprehensive Price Competitiveness Index
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� Comprehensive Price Competitiveness Index

� Tourism Trade Weighted Index

� Aviation Trade Weighted Index



� CPI- ok for trends but not levels; how representative of 
tourism

� Price Index for tourism

� Sectoral- limited coverage

� Package tours- are the data available?

� Big Mac- do tourists only eat big macs?
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� Big Mac- do tourists only eat big macs?



� Accuracy vs timeliness

� Need for cross country comparisons

� Need for changes in relative competitiveness over time

� Overall summary measures across countries and over time
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AccuracyAccuracyAccuracyAccuracy Data Data Data Data 
gatheringgatheringgatheringgathering

CrossCrossCrossCross----
countrycountrycountrycountry

Time Time Time Time 
comparisocomparisocomparisocompariso
nsnsnsns

Overall Overall Overall Overall 
Indicator Indicator Indicator Indicator 
of of of of 
CompetitiCompetitiCompetitiCompetiti
venessvenessvenessveness

CPI Moderate Easy No Yes No

Tourism PI High Extensive No Yes Potential
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Tourism PI High Extensive No Yes Potential

Sectoral High Extensive Yes Potential No

Package 
Tours

Moderate Extensive Yes Yes No

PPP Moderate Easy Yes Yes potential

Comp PI High Extensive Yes Yes Potential

TTWI moderate Moderate No yes Yes

ATWI Moderate Moderate No Yes yes



Comprehensive Tourism Price Index
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� To measure the prices of tourism products in 
different countries at a point of time and over 
time
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� Visitors from different countries have a different level and 
pattern of expenditure in a destination country

� With information about the detailed  prices of   the goods and 
services that visitors buy

� We can tell what would be the cost in different countries for 
the same bundle of goods
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� And thus measure how competitive a destination is compared 
to other destinations



� Firstly,

� Information about prices different parts of the tourism bundle

� Not much detailed information about prices internationally

� But there is the International Comparisons Project (ICP)

� Around 50 products
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� Secondly,

� Information about tourism expenditures in countries

� Take a base country- what would the tourism bundle cost in 
different countries

� Australia the base country- good data about the patterns of 
visitor spending



� Takes into account prices in different countries

� At the actual exchange rate

� How much it would cost to buy products in the different 
countries
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Destination/OrigDestination/OrigDestination/OrigDestination/Orig
inininin

ChinaChinaChinaChina UKUKUKUK NZNZNZNZ

Australia 100 100 100

USA 120 122 110

Japan 153 165 149

Indonesia 21 19 18
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Indonesia 21 19 18



� Calculate for ground component and air (air fares)

� Accommodation- can use ICP data or hotel surveys

� Can also substitute data for other categories if available

� Do tourists get special deals if buying at the home (package 
tours etc)

� Singapore Index
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� Singapore Index



� Do not have detailed information about 
expenditure patterns for all countries

� Thus we cannot make a full price index

� Germans spend on different things in Australia, 
Indonesia
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� How good are the price data?

� Is accommodation the same for Australia, 
Indonesia?



� Base case is an index at a point of time

� Straightforward to work out how the index has changed over time

� Can identify the different effects of:

� 1 Exchange rates

� 2 General inflation, and

� 3 Changing tourism prices vis a vis general pries
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� 3 Changing tourism prices vis a vis general pries

� In explaining changes in tourism competitiveness



Tourism Trade Weighted Index
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� To develop an indicator of how the tourism 
industry is affected by exchange rate changes 
over time- home prices relative to other 
countries’ prices
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� The Trade Weighted Index is a useful measure of how a 
country is affected by changes in exchange rates

� It takes into account where a country is trading- what is 
happening to exchange rates of the country is trading?

� But are the weights appropriate for tourism?

� Australia exports tourism services to the US, but Iron Ore and 
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� Australia exports tourism services to the US, but Iron Ore and 
Coal to  China and Japan



� Can develop a tourism specific TWI- better measures the 
pressures on the tourism industry

� Replace trade weights by inbound and outbound  
expenditures with different countries

� Possible for Australia and some other countries
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TimeTimeTimeTime InboundInboundInboundInbound OutboundOutboundOutboundOutbound

June 2000 106 104

June 2005 132 124

Dec 2009 154 145
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� Tourism Research Australia

� Uses visitor numbers rather than expenditures

� Global Insight

� Tourism Weighted Exchange Rate

� Also based on arrivals
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Aviation Trade Weighted Index
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� To explore how airlines are affected by shifts 
in exchange rates

� To develop a measure of their impacts on 
relative cost competitiveness of airlines
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� To measure how relative cost competitiveness of 
airlines is altered by exchange rate changes

� Cost competitiveness: relative cost of providing a 
standardised product across airlines

� Determines the ability of the airline to compete in 
international markets
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international markets

� Important to know cost competitiveness with 
respect to an airline’s main competitors



� Appreciation of home country currency a positive 
thing for airlines

� Cheaper fuel, aircraft etc- prices in home country 
fall

� But: this is no advantage in domestic markets- all 
an airline’s competitors are equally affected
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an airline’s competitors are equally affected

� And: costs rise compared to costs of competitors 
from other countries

� Airlines (and tourism) are typical of all export/ 
import competing industries



� UK pound during the North Sea Oil boom, in 
1980s- very difficult for British Airways

� Japan yen boom in 1980s and 1990s 
difficulties for Japan Air lines
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� 1 Changes costs relative to those of 
competitors (fundamental)

� 2 Affects patterns of inbound and outbound 
traffic (could have positive effect)

� 3 Affects values of assets and debt in home 
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� 3 Affects values of assets and debt in home 
currency

� Will focus on 1st of these here



� How does a rise in the Peso affect LAN’s competitive position?

� Fuel price- tradable- falls in Peso, steady in foreign currency

� Labour- non tradable-steady in Peso, rises in foreign 
currencies

� Aircraft- tradable, but in oligopoly industry- how do Boeing 
and Airbus set prices? 
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and Airbus set prices? 

� Roughly 50% of inputs in home and foreign prices

� LAN’s cost competitiveness falls in Peso terms and in foreign 
currency terms



� Patterns of exchange rates change over time- some up, 
others down

� TWI is a measure of the country’s change in the relative 
competitiveness in trade

� All exchange rates taken into account, but countries with 
which the home country does a lot of trade are given greater 
weight than other countries
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weight than other countries

� Weights reflect importance in input and export trade

� Gives an overall measure of the change in relative 
competitiveness as a consequence of all the currency changes



� Cost of providing a standardised output in a 
specific currency

� Dependent on home input prices, productivity 
and exchange rates

� Specific cost for each airline for each period
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� Specific cost for each airline for each period

� Studies linked to productivity work



� Can develop industry specific TWIs

� Measures changes

� in relative

� input cost 

� element of cost competitiveness

� Earlier example- for UK/BA in 1980s
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� Earlier example- for UK/BA in 1980s

� Two indices:

� 1 Relative exchange rates

� 2 Relative input costs



� Will be correlated, but movements will not be the 
same

� E.g., for Australia, the United Arab Emirates has a 
very low weight in the TWI- not much trade 
between the two countries

For the ATWI, UAE currency will have a high weight, 
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� For the ATWI, UAE currency will have a high weight, 
since Emirates Airlines has a large share of aviation 
markets to/from Australia (second largest foreign 
carrier)



� For Australia, 1995-2009

� Weights: airline market shares to/from Australia

� Estimate revenues by passenger numbers by est. 
fare

� (Air NZ has more passengers than Emirates, but 
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� (Air NZ has more passengers than Emirates, but 
would gain less revenue)

� Weights 0.156 for UAE, 0.57 for NZ

� Could revise weights each year- unlikely to change 
index much

� Base 1995=100.0, June figures, Real ATWI



DateDateDateDate Relative Exchange Relative Exchange Relative Exchange Relative Exchange 
RatesRatesRatesRates
Index AIndex AIndex AIndex A

Relative Input CostsRelative Input CostsRelative Input CostsRelative Input Costs
Index BIndex BIndex BIndex B

1995 100.0 100.0

2000 100.8 100.4
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2000 100.8 100.4

2005 132.8 116.4

2008 149.4 124.7

2009 (Dec) 149.0 124.5



� Index A- exchange rate only

� Index B- indicator of cost competitiveness, assuming 
50% non tradables

� Significant rise in index by 2004, after a long period of 
not much change

� Fall in cost competitiveness (measured by input costs) of  
nearly 30% in last ten years
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nearly 30% in last ten years

� Affecting Qantas? Serious losses  of Qantas International 
in 2011-12

� Qantas shifting international Long Haul operations to its 
LCC offshoot, Jetstar International



� Straightforward to calculate

� A simple indicator of how a country's airlines’ cost 
competitiveness has changed due to exchange rate 
movements

� Is a measure for a country, but an index could be 
tailored for an airline
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tailored for an airline

� Applicable to all countries, and all airlines- e.g. For 
UK/BA, Germany or Euro area/Lufthansa or LAN



Using measures of competitiveness: Evaluating 
the impact of Australia’s Dutch Disease on 
tourism
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tourism



� Initially, distant destination, small flows to and from Australia 
(like Chile)

� Then the boom years of the 1980s and 1990s (falling fares)

� Inbound exceeded outbound

� But from 2000, inbound tourism grew very little (except for 
China)
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China)

� Outbound grew very rapidly- now much higher than inbound



� What happens to traded goods industries when there is a 
large boom in a traded good industry?

� Like Chile/Spain in the 16th Cent?

� Australia since 2000- the China boom (iron ore, coal)- an 
almost unprecedented boom

� The booming sector crowds out other tradable sectors
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� The booming sector crowds out other tradable sectors

� Other tradable sectors find it difficult to compete 
international with the higher exchange rate

� They are forced to contract

� Tourism and aviation are tradable



• How does a country affected by a mineral boom?

• Two indicators -

• Terms of trade

• Real exchange rate
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• The terms of trade- leads to an increase in incomes 
(good)

• The exchange rate rise makes things difficult for 
export/import competing industries (bad)

• A major adjustment problem



� Australian tourism has experienced a big slump in its 
competitiveness

� As shown by the real exchange rate and the Tourism Trade 
Weighted Index

� These pressures are evident in the numbers
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InboundInboundInboundInbound OutboundOutboundOutboundOutbound

June 2001 102 98

June 2005 132 124
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June 2005 132 124

Dec 2009 154 145



InboundInboundInboundInbound OutboundOutboundOutboundOutbound DomesticDomesticDomesticDomestic

2001 4856 3443 74585

2005 5499 4756 69924

2009 5885 7111 67402
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� Several factors

� Eg, GFC, poorer marketing??

� But the exchange rate has a lot to do with the poor growth

� But, what about the air fares?
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� Tourism industry could maintain its output if it lowered its 
prices

� But, can it?

� Tourism industry is part of a wider industry- eg restaurants, 
local travel

� Unlikely to have much room to reduce prices (if it wants to)
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� Unlikely to have much room to reduce prices (if it wants to)

� Maybe some scope- eg up market hotels oriented to foreign 
visitors

� What we need is a tourism price competitiveness index!

� So far, not updated



� TWO effects here:

� Income effect (from the T of T)

� Adds to demand for outbound tourism

� Exchange rate effect
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� Exchange rate effect

� Also positive- Australia less competitive vis a vis overseas

� But what about the air fares?



� Aviation affected in three ways:

� 1 Demand effect (from tourism)

� 2 Capital structure- assets and where debt is raised

� 3 Competitive effect-

� what is the airline paying for its inputs vis a vis what its 
foreign competitors are paying?
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foreign competitors are paying?

� What is it getting for its output?

� The competitive effect is the big issue



� Say the $A rises by 20%

� Qantas costs rise by 10%

� But foreign competitors costs are unchanged

� A 10% drop in price competitiveness

� (and how big are airlines’ profit margins?)
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� Note, since 2000, the A$ has risen by 60%



� Will depend on how competitive markets are

� With competitive markets, Aust carriers will have to accept a 
fall in yield in $A terms

� With less comp markets, they may have some scope to 
increase fares in local currency terms- moderates the yield 
fall
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� Question 1- are air fares to a country the same as air fares 
from a country

� Question 2- Are home country’s air fares the same as those 
of the foreign countries airlines’ for the same routes?



CountryCountryCountryCountry Dec 2012Dec 2012Dec 2012Dec 2012 Dec 2008Dec 2008Dec 2008Dec 2008

NZ 653 695

Japan 135442 103114

HK 8540 6233

Singapore 1060 1158

China 6695 5917
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China 6695 5917

US 2196 1860

Germany 1376 1342

UK 1173 1200



� Aust airlines forced to accept big price reductions (in A$ 
terms) in comp markets

� Were able to moderate their fare reductions in the less 
competitive markets

� Qantas and Virgin Australia  badly affected by the Dutch 
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� Qantas and Virgin Australia  badly affected by the Dutch 
Disease

� Other examples: BA during the UK North Sea Oil boom; the 
troubles of JAL during the Yen boom 



� The fall in air fares moderates the fall in inbound tourism

� Australian Airlines  bear some of the cost

� But

The fall in airfares increases the flow of outbound tourism 
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� The fall in airfares increases the flow of outbound tourism 



� Qantas International now very unprofitable

� By market:

� Europe- real problems, shedding routes

� US- bearing up

� Japan- OK

� China- low QF presence (20%)
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� China- low QF presence (20%)

� NZ- operated from NZ



� Offshoring- labour, services

� Use more of Jetstar (LCC subsidiary of Qantas) - lower costs

� Pact with the (former) devil- the Emirates (Europe routes, QF 
FFP, Domestic feed)
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� Mining boom coming to an end (though exports are rising)

� T of T falling

� But what about the Exchange rate?

� T of T means a reduction in income, outbound tourism

� But the real test is what happens to the exchange rate

� It has fallen a little lately
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� It has fallen a little lately

� It may fall moderately, but still be well above the pre 2000 
level

� Meaning that the Australian tourism and airlines have a real 
problem 



� Australia has a large Dutch Disease problem

� Which it having a big impact on tourism and international 
aviation

� There is a real competitiveness problem for the Australian 
tourism and aviation industries

� We need price competitiveness indices to document what is 
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� We need price competitiveness indices to document what is 
going on

� And assess how challenging the problems are



� Dwyer,L P Forsyth and P Rao (2000) “The price competitiveness of 
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Management

� Forsyth, P and L Dwyer (2010) “Exchange rate changes and the cost 
competitiveness of international airlines: the Aviation Trade 
Weighted Index”, Research in Transport Economics
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Weighted Index”, Research in Transport Economics

� Dwyer L and P Forsyth (2011) “Methods of estimating destination 
price competiveness: a case of horses for courses”, Current Issues in 
Tourism



Muchas Gracias!
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peter.forsyth@monash.edu

http://users.monash.edu.au/~pforsyth/index.html 
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